WINNERS OF THE 5,000 SQ. FT. OF OLD ORCHARD BENT STOLONS, DONATED BY RALPH BOND AS DOOR PRIZES AT RECENT TURF CONFERENCES WERE: L. E. LAMBERT, OAKWOOD G & CC, KANSAS CITY—AT THE IOWA MEETING; H. J. BOHLES, MINNEAPOLIS GC, MANKATO, MINN.—AT THE MINN. CONFERENCE AND ORVILLE BROWN, MERIDIAN HILLS CC, INDIANAPOLIS, AT THE PURDUE SHORT COURSE.

HELEN MAC DONALD, WELL KNOWN CHICAGO WOMAN GOLF INSTRUCTOR, FORMERLY LOCATED AT 406 S. STATE ST., HAS OPENED HER NEW GOLF SCHOOL AT 716 N. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. THE NEW LOCATION IS IN THE CENTER OF THE CITY'S NEAR NORTH SIDE GOLFSING COLONY, WHICH ADDS UP TO A RUSHING BUSINESS IN LESSONS AND GOLF EQUIPMENT.

NEW SPORTSWEAR CATALOG—MAYFLOWER-MEDAILIST, LTD., 307 5TH AVE., NEW YORK 16, N.Y., HAS ISSUED ITS NEW CATALOG OF SPORTSWEAR FOR PRO SHOP SALE. IN ADDITION TO ACUSHNET SALESMEN THE LINE IS HANDLED IN NEW ENGLAND BY JOS. W. MQUADE, 60 SOUTH ST., BOSTON AND IN KANSAS AND PART OF MISSOURI BY ROBINSON'S EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES, 3959 BROADWAY, KANSAS CITY 2, MO.

PATTY BERG BOOKLET—BOOK OF PRESS AND RADIO INFORMATION ON PATTY BERG HAS BEEN COMPILED BY WILSON SPORTS GOODS CO., 2037 N. CAMPBELL AVE., CHICAGO. IT'S A SWELL JOB OF PROVIDING FACTS ON PATTY FOR USE IN PUBLICITY WORK AT TOURNAMENTS AND CLINICS SHE ATTENDS. IT SHOWS PATTY WON 40 OF THE 73 TOURNAMENTS IN WHICH SHE'S COMPETED, WAS RUNNER-UP IN 16 AND MEDALIST IN 42. THE BOOKLET ALSO CONTAINS RECORDS OF WOMEN'S NATIONAL AND WOMEN'S WESTERN CHAMPIONSHIPS.

DECKER WITH HENDERSON—FRED DECKER, FOR MANY YEARS PRO AND GKPR. AT KNOLLWOOD CC, WHITE PLAINS, N.Y., HAS JOINED PETER HENDERSON AND CO., 35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK CITY. DECKER WILL REPRESENT THE FIRM FOR ALL GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT, SEEDS AND FERTILIZERS FOR GOLF COURSE NEEDS IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY AND LONG ISLAND, N.Y., AND THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT. HIS HOME IS IN SCARSDALE, N.Y.

MARK-IT IS USEFUL GIMMICK—R. R. MCKENZIE CO., 524 E. LOMITA ST., GLENDALE 5, CALIF., HAS A NEW GIMMICK COMBINING A DEVICE FOR MARKING A BALL ON A GREEN, MARKING THE BALL FOR IDENTIFICATION, A KNURLED SECTION TO ROUGH UP GRIPS OF CLUBS AND A METAL PICK TO CLEAN MUD OUT OF GROOVES IN CLUB FACES. IT LOOKS TO BE AN ITEM THAT SHOULD SELL STRONG IN PRO SHOPS. IT RETAILS FOR $1.50. THE DEVICE ISN'T MUCH LARGER THAN A SCORING PENCIL. TOUCHING THE DEVICE TO THE GREEN LEAVES A SMALL SPOT OF NEUTRAL WHITE POWDER MARKING BALL LOCATION IN A WAY THAT'S A GREAT IMPROVEMENT OVER THE CUSTOMARY METHOD OF MARKING WITH A COIN OR THE SCRATCHING WITH A WOODEN TEE.

HOGAN FEARS STALENESS—IN A FEATURE SPORTS ARTICLE SPREAD, LIFE MAGAZINE FOR MARCH 24 GAVE A STUDY OF BEN HOGAN. LIFE TERMED HOGAN "THE BEST OVER-ALL GOLFER SINCE LITTLE BOBBY JONES RETIRED FROM COMPETITION 17 YEARS AGO". THE MAGAZINE POINTED OUT THAT HOGAN LIKE JONES STANDS 5 FEET 8 INCHES. THAT HOGAN'S CONCENTRATION AND JUDGMENT "PAY OFF" IS CITED BY LIFE WHICH SAID THAT IN 1946 HE WAS THE BIGGEST MONEY WINNER IN GOLF WITH $42,000 AND THIS YEAR MAY HIT $75,000. "BUT", LIFE ADDED, "HOGAN HAS ONE CONSTANT WORRY, THE WORRY OF EVERY PROFESSIONAL GOLFER. AT ANY TIME, FOR NO EXPLAINABLE REASON, HE MAY SUDDENLY GO STALE".

SIEMS ON MIDWEST BOARD—H. B. SIEMS, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, PLANT FOOD DIV., SWIFT & CO., WAS ELECTED A NEW DIRECTOR TO REPRESENT INDUSTRY ON THE MIDWEST REGIONAL TURF FOUNDATION AT ITS ANNUAL MEETING HELD DURING THE PURDUE SHORT COURSE AT LAFAYETTE, IND. THE SHORT COURSE WAS ATTENDED BY 210. OTHER DIRECTORS OF THE MIDWEST FOUNDATION FOR 1947 ARE A. L. BRAN-